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It remains to look more closely at the private universe CUT constructed during its stay near Malibu to better understand the community's concerns about the future. By the time the church's headquarters was relocated, a high degree of tension marked the relationship between the group and the society around it. What was largely unknown outside the church, however, was that the core membership had developed a style of thought that increasingly directed it to turn inward, away from a surrounding culture considered "dangerous" and "impure," as a means of survival. The ideas that shaped this response to the outside are found in CUT's literature of the period and in the statements of Elizabeth Clare Prophet. Through these sources it becomes clear that the same qualities of thought found in the occult subculture generally were prominent in CUT's belief structure during the stay at Camelot and remained apparent for years afterward.

By the late 1970s, CUT showed signs of tapping into the same obscure netherworld of alternative ideas as some of the better-known secular fringe groups of the period. The difference, however, was that Prophet tied together the diffuse expressions of secularized countercultural belief others held into a religious cosmology. The most obvious example of this was CUT's fixation on the alleged activities of two elite bodies involved in international finance and government policy: the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and the Trilateral Commission.

The CFR was formed after World War I as an international institution designed to coordinate Anglo-American policy in the postwar world and epitomized high-level Allied statecraft. Emerging from the pre-World War I semisecret Roundtable Groups in the main British dependencies and the United States, the organization functioned as a body of influential financiers, academics, and attorneys that promoted an Anglo-American cooperative network. The Trilateral Commission, a group of several hundred political, economic, and academic luminaries organized in 1973 by David Rockefeller, was an outgrowth of the CFR, yet it differed from its parent body by including representatives from a number of Western countries.

While these organizations clearly existed, wielded considerable power, and sometimes (particularly in the roundtable groups predating the CFR) functioned beyond the scrutiny of general society, they achieved a mythological status for conspiracists seeking validation for various world-control theories. The late 1970s proved to be an especially fertile time for the growth of such anti-internationalist notions in America. Declining economic conditions played a major role in paving the way for the emergence of these sentiments. Skyrocketing inflation (reaching 20 percent by 1980) frustrated the American public, a feeling compounded by an oil crisis and a humiliating, protracted hostage affair in Iran involving U.S. personnel.

Capitalizing upon these frustrations, extreme rightists gained some support for the exaggerated claims they made about the erosion of American sovereignty and the efforts of menacing world power brokers to impose a one-world government. One such fringe ideologue was Lyndon LaRouche, whose strange, syncretic conspiracy theories had gained a small but ardent audience by the mid-1970s. Originally a Marxist, LaRouche took his following from the extreme left to the far right in 1976 when he declared that his Labor Party would become a superpatriotic organization. At the core of his philosophy was the belief in an unfolding "new Dark Ages" plot, a conspiracy thought to involve British aristocrats and their American counterparts. The insidious plan, according to LaRouche, sought to depopulate the world by wars, birth control, and famines so that fewer people would be left to compete for global resources. Those who were not eliminated in the upcoming Dark Ages would be kept in a state of servitude by international elites through a covert campaign to destroy society's capability for reason with drugs, television, and rock music. Unrestrained in his attacks on the CFR and the Trilateral Commission for their attempts at instituting a reign of "economic controlled disintegration," LaRouche repeatedly campaigned for the presidency during the 1970s and 1980s on a platform of raising the status of the general population and challenging the control of the power elite.

CUT had no formal ties to LaRouche, but it does appear that Elizabeth Clare Prophet may have believed aspects of his theory about the new Dark Ages conspiracy. Indeed, at this period some of LaRouche's published work began to be cited in CUT literature. Prophet used virtually identical language in her denouncements of the CFR and the Trilateral Commission as LaRouche used in arguments against the power elite. Duing a series of speeches she made to CUT audiences in 1980, the issue of "the Rockefeller-led Trilateralists" was repeatedly stressed. Citing the detailed plans these organizations had for gaining world domination, which included weakening America's sovereignty and reducing its population, Prophet attributed to "the international bankers and the Rockefellers in New York" the blame for the decay of human civilization.
Interestingly, the parallels with LaRouche's conspiracies went even further. Much like LaRouche, the church accepted the notion that mind-control "programming" was being used "at the highest levels" to influence the behavior of American citizens and their political leaders. Prophet argued that the global power elite "promoted a culture of death" predicated on social permissiveness and mass consumerism that mirrored LaRouche's perception of the unwinding plot to destroy the nation. Focusing on this elite plot to enslave the general population, LaRouche maintained that the "little people" were forced to retreat into mind-numbing activities while the powerful strengthened their grip for world control.

To some degree, the general thrust of CUT's populism was not too far distant from that of a growing body of Americans in the late 1970s and early 1980s. While the fringe ideas of LaRouche represented an extreme manifestation of antigovernment beliefs, their underlying message (albeit in a far weaker form) resonated with broad, and more mainstream, sectors of neoconservatives, anti-communists, and conservative Christians. Seen in this context, CUT's hyperbolic populism was a supercharged variant of widespread antiestablishment sentiments. Where CUT parted ways with other groups expressing concern with the concentrated power of the CFR, the Trilateral Commission, and other supranational organizations was over its view of the power elite. To be sure, a constellation of groups on the far right had made these insider groups a fixture of their antigovernment philosophies by the early 1980s. The Church Universal and Triumphant, however, incorporated the standardized CFR and Trilateral conspiracy theories into a much deeper, and more exotic, system of belief than those movements whose concerns were largely political.

Building on the esoteric conspiracism of Mark Prophet, Elizabeth traced the existence of the CFR and the Trilateral Commission, along with other manifestations of earthly evil, to extraterrestrial sources. According to Prophet, who stated her theory at a major church event in Philadelphia in September 1980, the world was currently plagued with legions of "counterfeit beings" who had evolved from the Nephilim, or Fallen Ones. In her speech, Prophet told the audience of their deceitful plans to create a world dictatorship, which she claimed began with the Nephilim's efforts at developing a "slave race" of simulated humans some three hundred thousand years ago. Produced through a process of genetic manipulation, and later bred with humans, these counterfeit beings performed tasks of labor for their masters for a period lasting eons of earthly history and were humanlike in every form except that they lacked a soul. In Prophet's telling of this secret history, not all of the earth's inhabitants had fallen prey to the Nephilim's plans to enslave the human race. Noah and his descendants, Lightbearers (or children of God), survived the Nephilim's sudden decision to kill off their counterfeit creation (the Great Flood, the unintentional result of their manipulations).

Frightened that interbreeding up to the time of Noah had diluted the power of their manufactured beings, the Nephilim orchestrated a campaign of germ warfare and weather manipulation to destroy earth's soulless humanity. As Prophet explained, the Nephilim triggered a sudden change in climate in an all-out effort to exterminate this slave race. The resulting flood destroyed their engineered creation, but Noah survived to father forthcoming generations of Lightbearers. While the flood ended the Nephilim's attempts at achieving an outright world dictatorship with "robotic" humans, the cataclysm did not curtail their plans for advancing evil on the planet. Following the inundation, the Nephilim (who briefly fled the earth in spaceships) returned with a different strategy for winning global hegemony. Convinced that their plans could be better realized through intrigue, the aliens engaged in secret agreements with those humans who were willing to compromise their beliefs in God for material reward. Thus, according to Prophet's reading of history, the current state of the world was explained through "the dual evolutions" of these two separate races, the Nephilim and the Children of God. As she warned her audience, the Nephilim and their genetic progeny still remain in a position of global power. In a world dominated by their evil, Prophet recommended to CUT members that they remove themselves from Nephilim control by "coming apart and being a separate people."

The topic of Prophet's September 1980 address in Philadelphia was not chosen arbitrarily. By 1980, CUT's concern with evil in high places was obsessive. At the group headquarters at Camelot, the members' fears about the activities of the CFR and the Trilateral Commission were obvious. Just after the 1980 presidential election, the church alerted its nationwide teaching centers and smaller study groups to conduct a twenty-four-hour "vigil of the violet flame" in order that Saint Germain's approved candidates be appointed to President Reagan's new cabinet. So seriously did the church take the threat of these anti-insider organizations that CUT disseminated a list of fifty-nine potential cabinet officers that included information on whether the candidate had ties to...
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